
Make a list of things that are connected to 
your identity (ie; people,experiences, 
ethnicity, religious values, interests, 
objects, places). 

How do you honor your ancestors?

What have been some monumental life 
experiences for you thus far? 



A shrine (Latin: scrinium "case or chest for books or 
papers"; Old French: escrin "box or case") is a holy or 
sacred place, which is dedicated to a specific deity, 
ancestor, hero, martyr, saint or similar figure of awe and 
respect, at which they are venerated or worshipped. 
Shrines often contain idols, relics, or other such objects 
associated with the figure being venerated. A shrine at 
which votive offerings are made is called an altar. 
Shrines are found in many of the world's religions, 
including Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Wicca,, Chinese folk religion and Shinto, as well as in 
secular and non-religious settings. Shrines can be 
found in various settings, such as churches, temples, 
cemeteries, or in the home, although portable shrines 
are also found in some cultures. 
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Retablos
Small	 tin	 paintings	 known	 as	 retablos	 (literally,	 “behind	 the	 altar”)	 were	 often	
displayed	 in	the	homes	of	devout	Catholics	 in	Mexico	to	honor	patron	saints.	Near	
the	end	of	the	nineteenth	century,	the	increased	availability	of	color	lithographs	and	
other	inexpensive	reproductions	contributed	to	the	decline	of	this	tradition,	but	one	
form	of	retablo,	the	ex-voto,	continues	to	be	produced	today	by	artists	in	a	variety	of	
media.	Ex-votos	(from	the	Latin,	meaning	“according	to	a	vow”)	are	offered	to	give	
thanks	 for	 an	 answered	 prayer.	 This	 testimonial,	 while	 a	 personal	 expression	 of	
gratitude,	 contributes	 to	 a	 public	 affirmation	 of	 belief	 since	 votive	 paintings	 are	
displayed	 in	 churches.	 There	 they	 testify	 to	 the	 efficacy	 of	 ritual	 as	well	 as	 to	 the	
power	of	faith	and	the	particular	church	or	shrine.	A	dedication	or	description	of	the	
pictured	event	is	typically	written	below	the	painting.	

Toward	the	end	of	the	nineteenth	century,	when	demand	for	retablos	was	greatest,	
small	factories	were	established	where	artists,	both	trained	and	untrained,	worked	
to	produce	and	reproduce	the	images.	As	some	subjects	were	particularly	desired,	
the	artists	turned	out	multiple	copies	of	the	same	image	or	scene.	















Milagros are petitions, or thanks, to the intermediaries between 
humans and God.  They are expressive artworks.  A mixed-media 
exploration of metaphor, dreams, hopes, and gratitude are 
expressed in the creation of a Pocket Prayer made out of 
matchboxes and collage.  

































who am i to Thank 
for this Precious 
Childhood? 

                                       
-Sofia 
Montes 



Retablos
students will create/ 

CHOOSE  One of the Following:  

WISH/ what do you wish for in the world 

SIGNIFICANT EVENT/MEMORY THAT HAD A PROFOUND 
EFFECT ON YOU 

SANCTUARY/ A PLACE/SPACE THAT IS SPECIAL TO YOU  

RITUAL/DAILY/SPIRITUAL/RITE OF PASSAGE/TRADITION  

GRATITUDE/WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR 



Project Details: 

Objective: Create a visual response in the form of a Retablos applying a 
variety of mixed media techniques and unifying with design elements & 
principles.  

Criteria: Using a recycled FRAME & MATT Board you will create a variety of 
layers to communicate your RETABLO answer to the above questions.  

• 2 Layers with paper 
• Combination of 3-5 paint media 
• Some sort of medium like gloss, modeling/crackle paste, etc…  
• 3D or relief objects. 
• Altering the Frame 
• Text/statement 



How does art help us tell people our feelings?
How does art help us learn about other people?
What are the ways family, religion, gender, ethnicity, nationality, 
socioeconomic status and other group and cultural influences 
contribute to the development of a sense of self?
Do we define a place or does the place define us?


